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Photo of the Month
Congratulations to Jeff Booth, whose
contribution to the Flickr pool of this
dolphin playing in the waves, takes the
nods for the LDP photo of the month!
Check out his full photo stream here:
Jeff Booths Flickr Photostream

Want to see your own images here, then
keep on participating in the Flickr group
pool at the Learning Digital Photography
Flickr Group! Just like the lottery, if you
don’t enter, you can’t get your name in
lights!

Podcast News

In the second issue, after some initial feedback, the newsletter title is changed now to the more 
appropriate “Learning Digital Photography” so as not to deter photography folk from non-Canon 
venues and backgrounds.  Also, since some podcast and LDP announcements are also made 
here, the tie-in could really go either way, and given the expanding listening audience, the LDP 
moniker seemed more appripriate.

October was an exciting month at the blog and podcast – with another great contest (and probably 
one of the most difficult decisions I’ve had to make yet because all the participant images were 
just dynamite)!  Shouts outs to NAPP Member Mitzs (a.k.a. Karen Stansel) coming later in the 
newsletter!

October saw two new podcasts come out, one on the subject of “DSLR Dials” and debated the
subject of using the Auto mode on your SLR camera. The other podcast actually announced this
newsletter, and some of the upcoming features (one of which is to right below!).
Coming up in November, more news to announce, including some exciting guests, and a new outlet
for the podcast as well! So, be sure to keep listening for these announcements and more, all from
LDP!
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FROM THE EDITOR

Jeff Booth
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Congratulations go out to Karen Stansel for her
winning image in the October Giveaway. As you
may recall, the theme was “Fall”, and Karen won
with her simple, yet beautiful shot of a leaf with
some amazing bokeh! Kudos to Karen! You can
find out more about Karen from the links here to
her NAPP portfolio and her Flickr Photostream

*****

With the conclusion of the October Giveaway , the
November contest giveaway is now live in the Flickr
“Fall”, and the prize is a package of stuff including a
book from author Matthew Bamberg, a $25 B&H
Gift Card, and a DVD for the Best of Photoshop
User magazine – 11th Year!

Learning Digital Photography Contest News
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Quote of the Month
“I think all art is about control - the encounter between control and the uncontrollable” ~ Richard Avedon

News from the Blog
The most popular post for the month of October was actually a tie between the design comparison
of a sports team logo and the Sigma 50mm lens review, each garnering 572 unique visitors. If you
read nothing else from the October archives, these two posts were the ones everyone else thought
were the best based on traffic:

You will also notice a new regular sponsor to the blog coming from the folks at HDRSoft. As you
may recall, there was a contest a month or two ago where the winner received a free fopy of
Photomatix. HDRSoft has continued to support the blog, so they are now a featured sponsor. If
you want to purchase a copy, use the link in the sidebar and a small amount of the proceeds will
come back to the blog for reinvestment (no change in the price to you…)

The changes in the site layout previously mentioned are still pending some financial wherewithal,
so if you’d like to see improvements to the blog, then feel free to throw a few cents in the tip jar
(there’s a Paypal donation button on the sidebar). Remember, all proceeds go straight back into
the blog whether it is bandwidth, newsletters, design changes, or anything else. Thanks to all for
your continued support!



Featured Photographers
Just as the Flickr pool seeks to promote fellow photographers through their photography, other
photographers are also doing some great things, not only in their work, but through the pen
and the classroom. In the coming months, more of these folks are going to be featured here
on a regular basis. So, if you’ve got someone you would like to read more about, and get
some off-the-wall questions asked let me know and I’ll see what I can do to get some
photographers from various venues and backgrounds to take some time to make an
appearance here. I know of several interviewees coming up on the podcast where I will be
asking a few questions for inclusion here, but don’t want to let the proverbial cat out of the bag
yet, so when they come up in the interview rotation, you’ll be among the first to know about
them (and this newsletter is only distributed to podcast listeners and blog readers, so often
you’ll be among the only ones to know!).

Recommended Reading
Many of you may know about my writing contributions to another free online publication, edited
and distributed by well-known and respected photographer Dave Seeram. Well, his
publication has served as a sort of inspiration for this one as well, so if you like what’s going
on here, make sure you stop over there, as that is also a free download, and includes much
more content than I could ever hope to compile on a regular basis. With a community of
readers and photographers as well, it’s a great place to stop in and hang out, asking questions
and contributing your own thoughts and shots as time permits too. That magazine can be
found here: PhotographyBB

Monthly Downloads – Desktop Calendars!
It seems desktop calendars are all the rage, so
here at LDP, it only makes sense to offer this
feature as well. Starting this month, I am sharing
desktop calendars via the newsletter only! So, if
you are a subscriber to the newsletter (which
means you are reading the blog), you can get a
desktop calendar, absolutely free. It’s watermark
free too, so you can enjoy the shots in their full
glory! I offer 3 resolutions:

1600x1200 display resolutions
1280x1024 display resolutions
1024x768 display resolutions

Just click the link to be directed to your dedicated
download for the month. Oh, and in case you
want to see a thumbnail in advance, here you are!
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As probably one of the proverbial “Kings of self-deprecation”, it’s often hard for me to talk much
about myself, but since this newsletter is pretty much about me and my contributions, I guess an
“About” page is needed.

So, here’s my background – I’ve been shooting seriously for about 5 years now, learning the art
of photography through self-study, practice, and online learning. I’ve met many wonderful people
who have been very generous with their knowledge when I have pestered them with questions.
It dawned on me after a short time, that while unintentional, many very talented and experienced
photographers have not found the time to share their knowledge with the larger community. I
sought to turn that on its head, by not only sharing what I have learned with the larger
community, but to do so freely.

Much has come of this approach. In South Carolina I started (along with a few friends) the
South Carolina Photography Guild – an open association of photographers intended to help one
another through communal sharing of knowledge and to encourage learning through practice
(which continues today over at http://www.scphotogs.com). The blog followed quickly thereafter.

I made a brief run at video tips and tricks but realized that NAPP does a much better job of it,
and that niche was not meant for me. So, I started a podcast, sharing my thoughts and
perspectives, as well as tips and tricks, along with fielding listener questions and answers.

A “big break” came relatively recently – when Scott Kelby came to Denver for a Lightroom
workshop. He asked on his blog where good places to shoot were. Being a regular reader, I
offered a few pointers…and the next thing I knew he was inviting me to go on a photo walk with
him. I must admit that I was a little awe-struck by it, but the net effect from a mention on his blog
was a skyrocket in visibility.

When Adobe shortly after that expressed an interest in having me interview Tom Hogarty for the
podcast, that dovetailed into the creation of contest threads on Flickr. Since starting, several
additional highly reputable vendors like OnOne, Wacom, Thinktank, and Topaz Labs expressing
interest in sponsoring the contests, and it’s been a huge factor in maintaining the interest in the
blog.

Naturally, I try to share nuggets, tips, tricks, and food for thought in several venues to reach as
broad an audience as I can, so you can find me on the blog, over at the podcast, but also on
Flickr and Facebook. As always, you can email me directly with questions, comments, feedback
or ideas at: jason@canonblogger.com Thanks for reading and I hope to hear from you! 
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